COMPLETELY YOURS

EXCLUSIVE RESORT BUYOUT
Discover exclusive sophistication nestled among golden dunes with a buyout of a newly-rejuvenated Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort by Anantara. Designed for the discerning who value elegance and truly personalised experiences, our buyout options are sure to deliver a special touch to your grand occasion, intimate celebration or soulful gathering under the stars.

AN EXPERIENCE RESERVED FOR THE CRÈME DE LA CRÈME

OUR RESORT, YOUR PRIVATE PALACE.
As you and your guests indulge in a luxurious stay set in complete privacy, you are sure to feel the majesty of the Empty Quarter infuse each moment with the spirit of Arabia.

Known as the largest uninterrupted sand desert in the world, sprawling 650,000 sqkm and four countries, the environment you will call ‘home’ has already inspired countless legends... yours awaits.

We have also uplifted the entire resort for your pleasure, including a completely new pool and fitness experience and a renewed commitment to our planet by promising to go plastic bottle free.
Exquisite global and local flavours, adrenaline-pumping desert adventures, rejuvenating spa therapies, tranquil moments and sumptuous rooms, suites and villas come together in a secluded slice of Arabia at Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort by Anantara. The resort is also home to experiences for guests of all ages, passions and pleasures to enjoy, from the acclaimed Spice Spoons to Dining by Design, award-winning Anantara Spa as well as utter luxury at several intimate spaces that may be transformed to meet your needs.
Families, adventure-lovers and indulgence-seekers are spoilt for choice at the resort, while resting assured that we are taking all measures to protect the planet.

You are invited to enjoy a signature cocktail in your favourite spot in our brand new pool, courtesy of the Resort Guru, a woodfired pizza made with ingredients from our greenhouse as well as achieve your goals with our state of the art, virtual reality fitness offerings. For those moments when you need some time for yourself, visit the award-winning spa to experience our psammotherapy-attuned sand bed and new water massage bed. No matter where in the resort you are, responsible luxury is celebrated. We are a plastic bottle free resort, savour our home-grown organic vegetables and herbs, utilise solar power-heated water.
STAY WITH PEACE OF MIND

We are committed to safeguarding guests’ safety, health and wellbeing through our ‘Stay with Peace of Mind’ health and safety initiative.
TEAM MEMBERS
All team members have received enhanced COVID-19-related health and safety training, including correct procedures for wearing masks and personal protective equipment as well as physical distancing awareness.

PUBLIC AREAS
We have significantly increased cleaning schedules in all public areas, with particular focus on high-touch areas such as door handles and lift buttons. We also strictly adhere to physical distancing best practices.

FITNESS AREAS
Capacity in fitness areas has been significantly reduced in line with physical distancing best practices. Cleaning schedules have been increased and hand sanitisers are available throughout fitness areas. All health and safety measures in our fitness areas are fully compliant with local requirements.

GUEST ROOMS
Rooms are thoroughly cleaned and disinfected after every stay. Each room contains a personal hygiene kit with mask and hand sanitiser for each guest. Bed linen, towels and laundry are changed daily and washed at a high temperature.

HAND SANITISATION
Hand sanitising stations can be found throughout every property, at receptions, lobbies, restaurant entrances, meeting and events spaces, lifts, spas, pools and fitness areas.

GUEST GUARDIANS
A Guest Guardian has been appointed to ensure the highest level of health and safety compliance at all guest touchpoints.

TRANSPORT
Resort vehicles used for airport transfers and/or excursions are fully sanitised after every journey. Our drivers follow the strictest hygiene standards and hand sanitiser is available in every vehicle.

SAFETY STANDARDS
All Anantara properties are in full compliance with World Health Organisation (WHO), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and global government recommendations or recommendations and requirements made by local departments of health as applicable. We have also partnered with Ecolab and Diversey to develop enhanced cleaning protocols that are applied throughout.

FITNESS AREAS
Capacity in fitness areas has been significantly reduced in line with physical distancing best practices. Cleaning schedules have been increased and hand sanitisers are available throughout fitness areas. All health and safety measures in our fitness areas are fully compliant with local requirements.

BARS & RESTAURANTS
Table spacing and à la carte-only dining have been introduced to ensure physical distancing compliance and the highest hygiene and safety standards.

CLEANING TECHNOLOGY
Anantara Hotels, Resorts & Spas has adopted the very latest technologies to ensure the best-possible levels of cleanliness, sanitisation and disinfection throughout our properties.

ARRIVAL & DEPARTURE
Guests have the option to check in online prior to arrival and check out online before they depart. Everyone arriving at the resort will have their temperature checked, and all luggage will be sanitised before it enters the property.
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Relax, unwind and embrace the enigmatic allure of the Empty Quarter at the award-winning Qasr Al Sarab Desert Resort by Anantara, and enjoy it in unrivalled privacy with a full resort buyout.
You will experience the pinnacle of luxury, with every inch of the stunning desert environment reserved solely for you and your guests. Choose from a variety of special experiences, tailored to your groups unique interests, whether is a thrilling day on the dunes, gourmet flavours, indulgent spa rituals, or activities that will create everlasting memories.
THIS EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCE INCLUDES

- 206 Rooms, suites and villas
- 53+ Swimming pools across the resort and villas
- Curated dining experiences across all six restaurants and lounges
- Treatments at the award-winning Anantara Spa
- Babysitting services
- Reception in the new Events Arena
- Exclusive turndown amenity
- Worry-free activities at the brand-new kids' pool
- Dedicated concierge
- Tailor-made games at the kids’ and teens’ clubs such as cooking classes, treasure hunts, desert adventures and more

- Desert activities including: camel trekking, dune bashing, fat biking, archery, animal experiences, sandboarding

- Transfer to and from the resort and anywhere in the UAE

- Movie night under the stars or at a resort location of your choice
Palatial and secluded, the Royal Pavilion Villas are retreats enjoyed only by the few.

A REGAL EXPERIENCE
Ideal for those celebrating a special occasion or looking to spend quality time with loved ones away from the hustle and bustle of the city while in a stunning destination, these villas are sought-after havens.

These villas are situated away from the main resort, and feature one king-size bedroom, separate living and dining spaces, private plunge pools, gym, spa, restaurant and the dedicated service of a personal Villa Host.
YOUR ROYAL VILLA STAY INCLUDES

- Ten one-bedroom villas with private pools
- Complimentary minibar
- Dining experiences in the main resort
- Treatments at the award-winning Anantara Spa
- Private sessions with our Yoga Guru
Desert activities including:
- Camel trekking, dune bashing, fat biking, archery, animal experiences, sandboarding
- Dining by Design experiences at a location of your choice
- Round-the-clock car and buggy availability
- Personalised, 24-hours’ service from your Villa Host
Feel the sands of time flow through your fingers, as you and your guests indulge in an evening under the infinite desert sky at Camp Nujum, Camp of the Stars, spending the night in traditional Bedouin tents.

Secluded amid the dunes, this intimate and exclusive experience is a serene expression of Liwa culture, conveyed over an immersive evening that is a true reflection of the desert’s past and present, just for you and your guests.
YOUR VERY OWN BEDOUIN CAMP INCLUDES

- Three tents with 12 beds for 12 guests
- Bonfire and BBQ
- Animal experiences including camel treks, falcon and saluki shows
- Archery and sandboarding
- Stargazing
- Storytelling
- Soft and house beverages
- Thoroughly sanitised environment as per international standards
GETTING THERE

FROM ABU DHABI
203 Km | 2 Hr 8 Min

Take the E11 towards Mussafah/Tarif/Mirfa. After approximately 15 km, take Exit 305 to Hameem. At the first roundabout, take the third exit, followed by the second exit at the next roundabout onto E65 to Hameem.

Once you pass the Car Museum on your left, stay on this road for approximately 154 km.

After you reach Hameem, you will see a petrol station on your left. Take the second U-turn after the station (resort will be signposted). Then, take the first right through the gates and follow the road for 12 km until you reach the resort.

FROM DUBAI
321 Km | 3 Hr 15 Min

Head towards Abu Dhabi on the E11 (Sheikh Zayed Road).

Once you pass Al Rahba City and Al Rahba Hospital, take the Shahama exit up the bridge, signposted for Saudi Arabia/Tarif/Al Ghweifat.

Stay on the E11 and follow the directions as for drivers from Abu Dhabi.
The Anantara experience was born in 2001 with our first luxury property in Thailand’s historic seaside retreat of Hua Hin. From that day forward, we expanded throughout the world to cosmopolitan cities, lush islands, desert sands, heritage destinations, uncharted beaches and contemporary resort destinations. Today’s portfolio spans Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Maldives, Mozambique, Oman, Portugal, Qatar, Sri Lanka, Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam and Zambia.

Everyday life is filled with opportunities to seek the exceptional, encounter the new and widen our horizons. For our worldly guests, a stay at Anantara is just one more chapter in a lifetime of travel and exploration. And we intend to make it an extraordinary one.

WE BELIEVE
LIFE IS A JOURNEY

The Anantara experience was born in 2001 with our first luxury property in Thailand’s historic seaside retreat of Hua Hin. From that day forward, we expanded throughout the world to cosmopolitan cities, lush islands, desert sands, heritage destinations, uncharted beaches and contemporary resort destinations. Today’s portfolio spans Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Maldives, Mozambique, Oman, Portugal, Qatar, Sri Lanka, Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam and Zambia.

Our thoughtfully designed luxury hotels and resorts provide windows into the genuine modern character of each destination. Inside and outside each property, travellers engage with the places, people and stories that make the destination like nowhere else in the world. Guests curate a lifetime of memories through personal experiences, as Anantara opens doors and enables journeys of adventure and indulgence.
QASR AL SARAB DESERT RESORT BY ANANTARA
P.O. Box 131277, 1 Qasr Al Sarab Road
+971 2 886 2088
infoqas@anantara.com

anantara.com